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Hindi Numbers Workbook

Goal: Remember Hindi Numbers
Skills Practice: Concentration, Counting, Memory, Reading, Math

1. Inside: addition, subtraction, multiplication and counting worksheets. 
2. Select the pages that are best for your child’s edu level.

3. Try not to look at the number guide. Instead, review to the 1-10 audio guide in 
the Google Drive.




1 2 3 4 5 

6 7 8 9 10 

ek dau theen chaar paanch

che saath aatth nau das



paanch
Name:_______________________

Draw a line from the number-word to the group that matches.

che

nau

theen

aatth

saath

das



paanch goolaabee

Name:_______________________

Draw a line from the number-word to the group that matches.

das goolaabee

theen neela

aatth neelachar gulaabee and paanch neela

dau neela and theen goolaabee ek goolaabee



Name:_______________________ Circle aatth seahorses



Name:_______________________ Circle paanch girls



Name:_______________________ Circle che Jasmines and chaar Rapunzels



Name:_______________________ Circle das Snow Whites and nau Dopeys



Name:_______________________
Circle: dau Ariels, saath Flounders, chaar Sebastians



Name:_______________________
Circle: ek Olaf and theen Elsas



Write The Number

Count in Hindi. How many Princesses are there?

hint: there are gyaara. You haven’t learned gyaara yet. What number do you think that is?

Name:_______________________



Write the Hindi word for the number

How many Princesses are there? _______________
hint: there are gyaara. You haven’t learned gyaara yet. What number do you think that is?



How many neela snow flakes did Elsa make?

Count in Hindi and write the number.

How many kaala snow flakes did Elsa make?

nila kala

hint: to answer the question you have to remember what colors nila and kala are!

Name:_______________________



How many baby Yodas? Write the Hindi word for the number. ___________

How many baby BB8s? Write the Hindi word for the number. ___________

Counting in Hindi



Circle the Princesses with Kaala Hair

How many Princesses have hair that’s the color kaala?
hint: to answer the question you have to remember what color Kaala is!

Name:_______________________



Baby Narwhals? ___________

Smiling Batmans? ___________

Count in Hindi and write the Hindi word for the number.

Big Narwhals? ___________

Grouchy Batmans? ___________

Name:________________



Banganee flowers? ________

Ariel?

Count in Hindi and write the the number.

Neela flowers? _______ Goolaabee flowers? ________ Hara flowers? ________

Jasmine? Snow White?

Name:_______________________



How many Princesses are there? _______________

How many have something in their hair? _______________

Write the Hindi word for the number

How many have black hair? _______________

How many are wearing earrings? _______________

How many eyes do you see? _______________

Name:_______________________



Count in Hindi. Write the number and Hindi word.

+  =

+  =

-  =

___________ ___________ ________

Name:___________________

___________ ___________ ________

saaththeen

Example

char

7



Count in Hindi and write the Hindi word for the number.

+  =

+  =

-  =

Name:_______________________



Count in Hindi, solve, and write the Hindi word for the solution.

-  =

+  =

-  =

Name:_______________________

___________

___________

___________
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theen + che = 

saath + ek = 

das + aatth = 

paanch + chaar = 

dau + nau = 

das - ek = 

paanch - chaar = 

aatth - dau = 

che - theen = 

nau - saath = 

Name:_______________________
Addition + Subtraction
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ek x theen = 

chaar x dau = 

das x paanch = 

saath x theen = 

che x aatth = 

dau x ek = 

paanch x char = 

saath x nau = 

che x das = 

nau x aatth = 

Name:_______________________
Multiplication



1 2 3 4 5 

6 7 8 9 10 

________ ________ ________ ________ ________

Write 
the 

Hindi 
word 
for  

each 
number

________ ________ ________ ________ ________



5 14 21 37 26 32 9 3

28 1 33 10 8 15 7 23

31 20 2 4 34 27 24 30

22 35 6 11 18 40 13 26

16 12 19 23 29 25 36 17
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Game
1. Each player needs 1 crayon - make sure they’re different colors.

2. Player 1 choose any square and say or write the Hindi word for the number.

3. If the other player(s) agree to your answer, player 1 color in the square. And go again until an incorrect answer. 

4. The objective is to get 3 of your colored squares in a row.

Intended for counting up to 40 in Hindi.


